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Abstract
In this short article I discuss the augment use in Pindar’s five oldest Odes (based on the text of the editions by Snell & Maehler’ in the Teubner and Race in the Loeb), namely Pythian 10 (498 BC), Pythian 6 (490), Pythian 12 (490), Olympian 14 (488, if correctly dated) and Pythian 7 (486). As the augment use in Pindar has never been studied in detail before and commentaries often do not mention it, I use the observations made for epic Greek as basis, more specifically that the augment is used to refer to foregrounded actions and actions in the recent past, and that it remains absent when actions in a remote or mythical past are related. I start by outlining these observations, then I determine which (un)augmented forms in Pindar are secured by the metre (the transmission of Pindar’s Odes has not been unproblematic) and at the end apply the epic observation to the metrically secure forms of these five Odes. My investigation will show that the verb forms referring to the near-deixis (the victor’s deeds, his origins and those of his city and the mythical characters with whom he is compared), are augmented, whereas the forms referring to other (mythical) actions remain unaugmented, but, as was the case with epic Greek, there are nevertheless also exceptions.¹
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1. The augment in epic Greek

While the augment in epic Greek has been intensively studied, its use in other genres, such as lyric, elegiac and tragic poetry, has received much less attention or has been neglected altogether: scholars hardly ever discussed Pindar’s use of the augment, noting only that it could be omitted and was optional, and sometimes added or removed against the metre.

Regarding epic Greek, Koch already very early on noted that the augment was used more in speeches than in narrative, unless the speeches contained narrative elements as well (e.g. Nestor’s speech in Iliad 1). Platt and Drewitt showed that (1) the augment was used with verbal forms that have general validity, (2) verbs with the augment have present reference, (3) they can be translated with the English present perfect (e.g. in gnomes and similia), and (4) the augment was avoided in genuine past contexts. In his analysis of the augment in Archaic Greek, Bottin confirmed the preference for unaugmented forms in narrative.


3 The augment was not addressed in Fennell 1879, 1883; Schroeder 1922, but see 1900: 40-42, following footnote; Farnell 1932; Carey 1981; Gerber 1982, 1999, 2002; Privitera 1982; Verdenius 1987, 1988; Cannatà Ferra 1990. The Pindaric syntax by Hummel 1993 did not discuss the augment either. Braswell 1988, 1992, 1998 stated that the augment was often added against the metre (cf. infra) and argued that the temporal augment was known to Pindar, but he did not discuss the use/absence of the augment.

4 Seymour 1882: 224 the augment is often omitted; Gildersleeve 1885: lxxxv; Schroeder 1900: 40-42; Kirkwood 1982:31 omission of syllabic augment is frequent, of temporal augment occasional; Wilcock 1995: 23.


6 Koch 1868, especially 24-32; for Nestor’s speech, see also De Decker 2017: 96, 136-138.

7 Platt 1891; Drewitt 1912a, 1912b, 1913.
parts, styling this particular usage as *lo stile narrativo*. Later on, Basset distinguished between *discours* and *récit*. For Vedic Sanskrit, Hoffmann described the use of the unaugmented forms as *erwähnend* and specific to mythical descriptions, contrasted them with the indicative forms, which belonged to the *historische Vergangenheit*. Recently, Bakker, elaborating on these observations, argued that the augment marked completion of the verbal action and nearness to the speaker (*a deictic suffix that marked the completion of the action near the speaker*). Along similar lines, Mumm and Bertrand described the function of the augment as adding emphasis and pathos. The explanations mentioned above can be combined and summarised as follows: by using unaugmented forms (injunctives), the speakers and/or narrators describe and mention what has happened, whereas by using augmented forms (the indicatives) they do not only relate it, but also state it as a fact and reaffirm its value.

In the next subchapters I will apply these findings to the five oldest Pindaric Odes and determine how/if they can be applied to Pindar’s lyric as well. I admit that the corpus is limited, but I still believe that it can serve as an indication.

**2. The analysis of the Pythian Ode 10**

This Ode, which is the oldest one written by Pindar, celebrates the victory of Hippokleas, from Larissa in Thessaly, in the Pythian *diaulos*. Pindar first celebrates Thessaly by linking it to Sparta via Herakles. Then

---

9 Basset 1989.
10 Hoffmann 1967: 198: *Injunktiv-Reihen lassen sich, dem Hauptthema des Ṛg-Veda entsprechend, vor allem bei der Darstellung mythologischer Tatbestände aufzeichnen.* (underlining is mine).
11 Hoffmann 1967: 160-213, for the use of the indicative forms in the actual past, see 145-160; see also Euler 1995 and Mumm 1995.
he praises the victor, whose victory due to Apollon’s support and the victor’s genes, his father being victorious in the games as well. Pindar continues by saying that a mortal who can obtain victories himself and can also see his son become a victor reaches the *summum* of human happiness. This is comparable to the life of the Hyperboreans, a people knowing no misfortune and living in a land where the Muses often sing. Pindar then relates how Perseus once visited this land, and how he also slew the Medousa with help of Athena and freed his abducted mother Danae. Then Pindar turns away from the divinities, states that poets should vary their manner of praise and finishes by hoping that the victor will be loved in his homeland.\(^\text{16}\)

As the myth of Perseus plays an important role in Pythian 12 as well, it is best to summarise it here.\(^\text{17}\) Danae was the daughter of King Akrisios who had received an oracle that his daughter would bear a son who would kill him. He locked her in a tower, but Zeus came to her through golden rain and fathered Perseus with her. As a result, Akrisios put Danae and Perseus in box in the sea. Washed ashore in Seriphos, Diktys found them and welcomed them. When his brother, Polydektes, the king of Seriphos, wanted to marry Danae against her will, Perseus decided to leave and to bring him the Gorgo’s head a marriage gift. On that journey he received help from Hermes and Athene, who told him that the Graiai could lead him to the Nymphs, who have the weapons needed for the killing of the Medousa. He then proceeded to the Graiai, the daughter of sea god Phorkys with only one tooth and eye. Perseus stole the eye and forced them to reveal where he could find the Nymphs. He then travelled to the Nymphs, obtained the weapons and continued his journey to the land of the Hyperboreans, where he slew the Medousa and put her head in his magical box. On his return home, he first rescued Andromede and married her, before reaching Seriphos, freeing his mother and turning Polydektes into a stone, after which he gave the Medousa-head to Athene, who put it on her shield. Eventually, Perseus killed his grandfather during a discus-throwing contest.

I now analyse the use of the augment in this Ode. I list all the forms and determine whether or not they are metrically secure. There are 4

\(^{16}\) For this introduction see Gildersleeve 1885: 349-351; Race 1997: 366-367, 388-389, cf. infra.

\(^{17}\) See Käppel 1997 with an overview of the ancient sources on this myth as well.
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augmented and 4 unaugmented verb forms in this Ode, besides the ones that were metrically insecure. 18

ἀνέειπεν (P10,9): the unaugmented ἀνά(ϝ)ειπεν would not violate the metre either and therefore this form is not metrically secure.

ἐπραξεν (P10,11): at this position in the verse a word of the φ – – seems to be preferred, but the requirement is not absolute (see P10,47 or P10,59), and therefore, this form is not metrically secure.

Both forms are transmitted with an augment, which could be explained by the fact that they refer to the recent victory, but as the forms are not guaranteed by the metre, nothing can be said with certainty.

ἐθηκε (P10,15): this form is augmented, because it refers to the victories of Hippokleas’ father and is thus close to the deixis of the victor.

ἐδαίσατο (P10,31): this verb is augmented, because it introduces Perseus, the main mythical character, and describes how he visited the Hyperboreans, the prototypical example of a worriless and blessed people.

μόλεν (P10,45): the absence of the augment in this form is somewhat surprising, as it refers to the arrival of Perseus and to the fact that he was the son of Danae and that he was guided by Athene. The only possible explanation is that Perseus’ arrival had been announced already and that it did not contain any new information anymore.

ἀγεῖτο (P10,45): as the α of ἁγεῖτο is long by nature, it is impossible to decide whether the form is augmented or not.

ἔπεφνεν (P10,46), ἦλυθε (P10,47): these forms are augmented, because they refer to the heroic exploits of Perseus to kill the Medousa and to avenge the kidnapping of his mother, Danae, by turning the people into stone using the Gorgon’s head.

ἔρωτες ἔκνιξαν φρένας (P10,60): the sequence ἔρωτες ἔκνιξαν φρένας is a correction by Mair for the transmitted ἔρως ἔκνιξε φρένας or ἔκνιξε ἔρως φρένας (quoted in the Etymologikon Mega), and was adopted by Snell & Maehler and Race. 19 Aldus Manutius suggested ἔρως ἔκνιξε γε φρένας, while Hermann suggested ἔρως ὑπέκνιξε φρένας and Boeckh ἔρως ὑπέκνισε φρένας. 20 Considering all the suggestions, I believe that the correction by Aldus

18 My starting point is the edition by Snell & Maehler 1987, but occasionally I prefer the transmitted reading over the conjectures printed in their edition (this is then noted in the footnotes).


20 Aldus was quoted in Heyne 1798: 394, who printed his correction; Hermann 1798: 297; Boeckh 1811: 123. Boeckh’s correction was adopted by Bergk 1843: 132; Fennell 1879: 248; Gildersleeve 1885: 117.
is the closest to the transmitted text. The form ἔκνιξε is a gnomic aorist and describes a general truth. It is thus very near to the deixis of poet, audience and victor, but the transmitted forms, albeit all augmented, are not metrically secure, since they violate the metre. The probative value is therefore limited. Gnomic aorists tend to be augmented in epic Greek: in the Iliad we have 16 metrically secure augmented and 4 unaugmented gnomic aorist forms, in the Odyssey there are 10 metrically secure augmented and 3 unaugmented forms, in the Theogony there are 8 augmented and 3 unaugmented forms, and in the Works and Days we find 13 augmented and 5 unaugmented instances.

21 An overview of the scholarship on (the origin of) the gnomic aorist cannot be performed here; the literature on this topic is large, but for in-depth discussions with more literature on the topic, see Platt 1891; Bakker 2001, 2002; Pagniello 2002: 74-84; De Decker 2016a: 87-99 and Wakker 2017.

22 The augmented instances are Iliad 1.279, 9.509, 9.633, 13.278 (one could interpret this instance as a simile as well), 13.730, 13.734, 13.734, 16.689, 17.32, 10.177, 18.108, 18.309, 19.131 (in this instance one can doubt the gnomic nature, as one could also argue that the fact that Zeus send Ate to the humans and that she causes problems afterwards, is simply an action in the past with relevance for the present, but the fact that Ate causes problems for mankind is a general truth), 19.222, 20.198, 24.531 and the unaugmented ones are 4.320, 9.320, 11.28 (adding the augment against the transmission here would require the elision of the dative singular ending in -ι and that is so rare, that the unaugmented form can count as secure, against Platt 1891: 220), 24.49.

23 The augmented instances are Odyssey 1.216, 7.217, 8.579 (in this instance both the augmented and the unaugmented form have been transmitted, West printed the augmented form, but Van Thiel the unaugmented one; the augmented form can count as secure because otherwise we would have a word starting in the first foot, ending in the second one and having an end syllable long by position, which is extremely rare; this law has been discovered by Gerhard, Giseke, and Hilberg, and states that if the second foot of the hexameter is a spondee, word end at 2e is only allowed if the second half foot is long by nature, see Gerhard 1816: 140; Giseke 1864: 128-134; Hilberg 1879: 129, 263; Vergados 2013: 60), 11.201, 11.433, 14.87, 14.464, 14.466, 19.334, 19.592 and the unaugmented ones 8.431 (adding the augment against the codices as was suggested by Platt 1891: 218; Wackernagel 1904: 6 and Chantraine 1948: 484 would require an elision and a caesura to coincide and this is very rare, so that the absence of the augment can count as secure), 14.465, 17.271.

24 The augmented instances are Theogony 418, 442, 443, 608, 615, 805, 974, 974 and the unaugmented ones are 512, 601, 602.

25 The augmented instances are WD 92, 218, 224, 242, 246, 289, 345, 355, 355, 372, 451, 508, 676, 677 and the unaugmented ones 20 (in this instance also the present indicative is transmitted, but the unaugmented gnomic aorist is clearly the lectio difficilior, although one could not even exclude that it is an unaugmented imperfect or an present injunctive), 345, 705, 741, 804 (if this one is indeed gnomic).
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τόδ᾽ ἔζευξεν (P10,65): as τόδ(ε) is actually quasi-proclitic, it is impossible to decide whether the original text had τόδ᾽ ἔζευξεν or τόδε ζεῦξεν and this form is not metrically secure. If the transmitted form were to be trusted, the use of the augment could be explained by the fact that it refers to the victor and his willingness to favour the poet. The link with the near-deixis would thus be very clear.

3. The analysis of the Pythian Ode 6

This Ode is dedicated to Xenokrates who won a chariot race, but most of the Ode is devoted to his son, Thrasyboulos, who is compared to Antilokhos, a young warrior who decided to die to save his father, Nestor. Besides eulogising Thrasyboulos, Pindar also praises Aphrodite and the Graces.26

ἔγεντο (P6,28): this verb is augmented, because it introduces Antilokhos, the mythical exemplum used as praise for Thrasyboulos. The codices have ἐγένετο, which Schmid corrected ἐγένετο into ἔγεντο and all other editors adopted his correction.27 The transmitted reading was accepted by De Pauw, Hermann and Heyne, who stated that in the first iambus of this Ode a triblachys could be used as well,28 but this was not mentioned in e.g. Snell & Maehler’s metrical overview of this Ode.29

ὑπερέφθιτο (P6,30): if this form is a pluperfect, it is impossible to decide whether or not it is augmented, but if it is a root aorist, it is augmented and in that case the augment would indicate and emphasise the exceptional sacrifice Antilokhos made in favour of his father.

ἅρμ᾽ ἐπέδα (P6,32): in this position in the Ode, a word of three syllables is preferred at the end, but words of four syllables (as in Ἐμμενίδαις, line 5, or in ἐν καθαρῷ, a preposition followed by a noun such as in line 14) are also found, so that I consider this elided form to be non-mandatory and metrically insecure.

ἔφεπεν (P6,33), βόασε (P6,36): these forms are unaugmented, because they do not refer to Antilokhos, but to Nestor (Antilokhos’ father), who was

26 For the introduction see Gildersleeve 1885: 315-316; Race 1997: 322-323.
27 Heyne 1798: 335 mentioned Schmidt’s correction. Snell & Maehler 1987: 84 stated that the correction was made by Triklinios.
28 De Pauw, mentioned by Heyne 1798: 335; Heyne 1798: 335; Hermann 1798: 285.
chased and in danger, and shouted to his son for help. As Nestor is not the main protagonist of the story, the forms have no augment.

ἀπέριψεν (P6,37): there is no difference between the augmented ἀπέριψεν and the unaugmented ἀπόριψεν, and the form is therefore insecure, but if one accepted the transmitted form, the augment would refer to the fact that Nestor’s plea did not miss its effect.

πρίατο (P6,39): this form is unaugmented and that is remarkable, because it refers to Antilokhos and he is the main protagonist and serves as mythical exemplum. One could explain the absence by the fact that this is not a new action. That Antilokhos would die for his father had been announced already by ὑπερέφθιτο (P6,30) and implied by ἀπέριψεν (P6,37).

ἐδόκησεν (P6,40): this form is augmented, because it states that Antilokhos is held in high esteem because of his sacrifice. This form announces the transition from the myth to the deixis of victor and poet.

ἐβα (P6,45): this form is augmented, because it directly refers to Thrasyboulos and the present day.

εὗρες (P6,50): it is impossible to know if this form was augmented or not, because εὗρες and ἡὗρες would both fit the metre. This also applies to ἐφεῦρε (P12,7) and ἐὗρεν (P12,40).

4. The analysis of the Pythian Ode 12

This Ode is dedicated to Midas, who won the flute-contest. As the flute is considered an invention by Athene, she is the goddess who is praised along the victor and as surrounding myth the story of Perseus and Danae is used (cf. supra). I now analyse the forms in the Ode.

ἐφεῦρε (P12,7): see εὗρες in P6,50.

ἀῖε (P12,10): as the α of ἀῖε is long by nature (see e.g. Odyssey 1,298), it is impossible to decide whether the form is augmented or not.

ἀνσεν (P12,11): this aorist is an augmented aorist, because it introduces the story of Perseus (the main myth in this Ode) and also already announces his victory. The form ἀνσεν is the reading of the codices, but the scholia have ἀνυσεν, which was changed into ἀνυσσεν by Boeckh,30

30Boeckh 1811: 128. This reading was also printed by Mommsen 1866: 125; Gildersleeve 1885: 121, 365 and Schroeder 1900: 269.
but as the transmitted reading can be defended (Race translated “cried out in triumph”), I see no reason to change it.

ἀμαύρωσεν (P12,13): this is an unaugmented aorist (as the ἀ- is short, the form is unaugmented). This could be surprising, because the protagonist of the blinding is Perseus and he is the main mythical character in this Ode (the blinding to which Pindar refers, is actually the theft of the single eye that the Graiai possessed). One could tentatively argue that the blinding is not the main action in Perseus’ story, but rather the killing of the Medousa and the stone-turning of Polydektes (cf. infra). Φόρκοι’ ἀμαύρωσεν is the reading of the codices, but Hermann and Boeckh changed it into Φόρκοιο μαύρωσεν, presumably because the ending -οι is never elided in epic Greek. In Hesiod both the verb ἀμαυρόω and μαυρόω are attested (the former in WD 693 and the latter in WD 325) and the former is much more common, so that I see no compelling reason to doubt the transmitted text. Reading Φόρκοι’ ἀμαύρωσεν or Φόρκοιο μαύρωσεν does not affect the analysis of the augment.

θῆκε (P12,14): this form refers to the fact that Perseus avenged the kidnapping and forced marriage of his mother and turned Polydektes, who was responsible for this, into stone by using the Gorgo’s head against him. As this is the most important action in the entire Perseus-story, we would have expected an augmented verb form, and yet θῆκε is unaugmented and that is a notable exception.

ἐρρύσατο (P12,19): this form is augmented, because it describes how Athene protected and guided Perseus on his mission. As Athene is the goddess of the flute-playing and Perseus the main mythical character, the augment use in a verb form referring to both of them is logical.

τεῦχε (P12,20): this form refers to the creation of the flute-playing by Athene. As the victor obtained his victory in flute-playing and the goddess of the flute is Athene, we would have expected the augment here. This, again, is a notable exception.

εὗρεν (P12,22): see εὗρες in P6,50.

ὠνόμασεν (P12,23): This form describes how Athene not only created a new instrument, but also give it its name. This form describes an action

---

31 Race 1997: 391. This reading was also printed by Snell & Maehler 1987: 102.
32 Boeckh 1811: 128, Hermann was quoted in Bergk 1843: 139 who adopted this correction and by Mommsen 1866: 125, who maintained the transmitted form. The correction was also printed by Snell & Maehler 1987: 102 and Race 1997: 392.
33 The transmitted form was printed by Schroeder 1900: 269.
performed by Athene and explains the origin and name of an instrument that still exists at the moment of speaking. Such aetiological descriptions often have the augment (a famous example is the explanation of Aineias’ name in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 198-199). As this form refers to an action by Athene in which she favoured mankind and provides an explanation for the name of an instrument that is linked to the victor, the near-deixis is clear and the use of the augment is expected. The form ὠνόμασεν is found in the codices, but Mommsen changed it into ὠνύμασεν (probably because that form was used in Pindar’s dialect), but as ὠνόμασεν is the form that can be found in epic as well, it cannot be excluded that Pindar used it because of its epic veneer. As such, I see no reason to adopt the change (contrary to Snell & Maehler and Race).

5. The analysis of the Olympian Ode 14

This very short Ode is dedicated to Asopikhos and honours predominantly the Kharites (Graces). There are only two forms in this Ode.

ἐμολὼν (O14,18): this form is augmented, because it refers to the entry and arrival of the poet himself. The near-deixis is therefore clear.

ἐστεφάνωσε (O14,24): this form is augmented, because it describes how the entire world and even the deceased relatives of Asopikhos (Persephone refers to the Underworld) need to know that he has been crowned as a winner. Again, the near-deixis is clear.

6. The analysis of the Pythian Ode 7

This equally very short Ode is dedicated to Megakles for his victory in the chariot race. He belonged to a prominent Athenian family with a pedigree from Kleisthenes to Perikles (the Alkmaionidai-family) and Pindar not only praises Megakles and Apollon, but also Athens as a city, by clearly referencing the role of Athens in rebuilding the temple of Apollon in 548 BC.

34 De Decker 2019: 44.
35 Mommsen 1866: 125. This had already been suggested by Hermann 1809: xxi.
38 Race 1997: 331.
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ἔτευξαν (P7,12): this form refers to the restoration of Apollon’s temple by the Alkmaionidai-family and as this belongs to the praise of Athens and is closely connected to the victor’s family, the use of the augment is expected.

7. Conclusion

In this short article I discussed the use of the (un)augmented forms in the five oldest odes of Pindar. As starting point I used the observations made for the augment use in epic Greek, namely that the augment was used to refer to past actions in the near-deixis or to emphasise certain elements in the discourse or story. I applied this to the five oldest Pindaric Odes and after establishing the metrically secure forms, I was able to determine that this distinction was also valid for Pindar; when events that referred to the poet, the victor, his family or city, the god(dess) to whom the hymn was dedicated or to the main mythical protagonist (every Pindaric Ode had one myth as “decoration”) were related, the augment was used, but when other past events were related or reference was made other characters in the myths, the augment was not used. It is true that the number of instances in these oldest Odes is relatively small and that there are some exceptions as well. For the absence of the augment in πρίάτο (P6,39), μολέν (P10,45) and ἀμαύρωσεν (P12,13) an explanation can be found, but in θῆκε (P12,14) and τεῦχε (P12,20) the absence of the augment is very surprising and cannot be explained. Although this is no explanation for the exceptions, it has to be noted that there are also noteworthy exceptions in epic Greek. Future research will have to show if these uses also apply to the larger and largest Pindaric Odes (such as P4).
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